Effects of secondary phases on crystallographic preferred orientations in mylonites
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ABSTRACT
Crystallographic preferred orientations (CPOs) are widely used to infer deformation conditions in the ductile crust and mantle. However, the effects of secondary phases on CPO evolution are not fully understood, despite the compositional diversity of Earth’s lithosphere. Here we examine the role of plagioclase on the evolution of quartz CPOs through general shear experiments at 900 °C and 1.1 GPa. Pistons featuring an “asperity” on the shear plane were used, providing a novel way of visualizing CPO evolution under increasing shear strains and with material flow path variations. With the addition of albite, grain boundary pinning inhibits a transition from basal to prism slip, which is observed in single-phase quartz aggregates deformed under the same conditions. Simultaneously, crystallographic axes are modified by rotations around the kinematic vorticity axis, resulting in pronounced weakening of [c]-axis CPOs in the two-phase experiments, where quartz [c]-axes are oriented perpendicular to the vorticity axis. After only modest amounts of deformation (shear strain, γ < 5), CPOs in the single- and two-phase materials become markedly different. These findings highlight complications in using CPOs to infer deformation conditions in well-mixed polymineralic mylonites typical of most lithospheric shear zones.

INTRODUCTION
Crystallographic preferred orientations (CPOs) develop through the rotation and alignment of crystal lattice planes during crystal plastic deformation. Through experimental and field-based studies of single-phase aggregates, CPOs have been shown to vary in strength and symmetry as a function of temperature (Barnhoorn et al., 2004; Law, 2014); stress and water content (Jung et al., 2006); kinematics (Lister and Hobbs, 1980; Boneh and Skemer, 2014); and strain (Barnhoorn et al., 2004; Heilbrunner and Tullis, 2006; Hansen et al., 2014). Consequently, CPOs measured in exhumed rocks, or inferred from seismic anisotropy, are commonly used to estimate deformation and alignment of crystal lattice planes during crystal plastic deformation. However, given the compositional diversity of Earth’s lithosphere, and that well-mixed mineral phases may be required for localized ductile shear (e.g., Bercovici and Ricard, 2012), it is also important to understand the role of secondary phases in modifying CPOs.

It is generally assumed that CPOs are weaker in polyphase rocks, because grain boundary pinning inhibits grain growth and promotes grain size–sensitive (GSS) creep mechanisms (i.e., diffusion creep, grain boundary sliding) that operate at small grain sizes and do not necessarily produce a CPO. Furthermore, grain boundary sliding (GBS) may weaken preexisting CPOs through grain rotations that disperse crystallographic axes (Zhang et al., 1994; Wheeler, 2009) in both polyphase (e.g., Warren and Hirth, 2006; Okudaia and Shigematsu, 2012; Cross and Skemer, 2017) and single-phase rocks (e.g., Jiang et al., 2000; Bestmann and Prior, 2003; Hansen et al., 2011; Miranda et al., 2016; Rahal and Skemer, 2016).

To investigate the influence of secondary phases on CPO evolution, we present microstructural data from deformation experiments on quartz and quartz-albite aggregates. In our experiments, pistons with “asperities” machined on the shear interface were used to produce local thinning of the sample. Because piston displacement is uniform, sample thinning results in spatially-variable finite strains and material flow paths, allowing us to investigate microstructural (e.g., CPO) evolution within a single deformed sample.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MICROSTRUCTURAL QUANTIFICATION
Aggregates of Black Hills quartz—both with and without 25 vol% Amelia albite—were deformed in a general shear geometry using a Griggs-type apparatus. Quartz and albite powders were sieved to a grain size of <53 μm, mixed together (for the two-phase experiments), dried in a vacuum oven for 24 h, and cold-pressed into an Au jacket between two Al₂O₃ pistons.

Pistons with rigid alumina “asperities” on the shear interface (Fig. 1 inset) were shaped from “green” (unfired) polycrystalline VITA In-Ceram Al₂O₃ using tungsten carbide cutting discs and diamond burrs, before being sintered at 1530 °C for 3.5 h. In addition to standard planar pistons, two types of asperity pistons were used: one with a narrow, semi-cylindrical asperity (1.27 × 0.635 mm in cross section), and one with a wide, tubular asperity (2.54 × 0.635 mm in cross section) (Fig. 1 inset).

Figure 1. Mechanical data from deformation experiments. Shear strains are those measured in the thickest part of each sample. Effective stress is derived from raw force data, corrected for apparatus compliance but not for changes in the load-supporting area. In some experiments, stress increases due to friction between σ₁ and σ₃ pistons have been removed (dashed lines). Shaded regions correspond to stresses calculated using rheological flow laws for dry quartz (Qtz) (Hirth et al., 2001; Rutter and Brodie, 2004), and dry albite (Ab₁₀₀) and anorthite (An₁₀₀) (Rybacki and Dresen, 2004), with a 5 μm grain size and 2.23 GPa water fugacity. Inset: Three-dimensional models of the planar (1), semi-cylindrical (2), and tabular (3) Al₂O₃ pistons used in this study.
Jacketed samples were loaded into a solid-NaCl confining medium cell, then pressurized and heated in a stepwise manner to experimental conditions of 1.1 GPa and 900 °C. After reaching pressure-temperature conditions, the σt piston was advanced rapidly to the hit point (to gauge the location of the sample), retracted 300 µm, and then advanced slowly to deform the sample after achieving a stable cell friction. Deformation occurred at strain rates of 1–1.5 × 10⁻⁵ in the thicker part of the sample, and a factor of ~2 greater than this in the thinner part of the sample. Finite shear strains are spatially variable (depending on the flow path and therefore the strain history of each grain), but vary between 1 and 6 across each sample. At the end of every experiment, temperatures were rapidly lowered to 300 °C to quench and preserve the microstructure.

Microstructures were analyzed using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) mapping of polished sections prepared in the standard reference methodology outlined in Cross et al. (2015), EBSD maps were processed in the MTEX toolbox for MATLAB (Bachmann et al., 2010), and divided into domains containing at least 500 grains each for quantifying spatial variations in CPO.

**SAMPLE STRENGTH AND MICROSTRUCTURES**

We deformed three quartz samples and six quartz-albite samples with the different piston types (Table DR1 in the GSA Data Repository¹). Mechanical data typically show a peak in effective stress, followed by weakening toward a nominal steady-state (Fig. 1). There is no clear relationship between stress magnitude and the piston type used. Weakening in the quartz-albite experiments is more rapid, but all experiments converge to similar stresses (100–200 MPa) at high strains (Fig. 1), coinciding roughly with stresses predicted by rheological flow laws for quartz and albite (Fig. 1). In some experiments, we measured an increase in stress beyond a shear strain of ~1 (Fig. DR1 in the Data Repository). Based on previous experience, we attribute this increase to friction between the σt and σy pistons.

The deformed samples are almost completely recrystallized, particularly in the highest-strain (i.e., thinned) regions. Recrystallized quartz grains are, on average, 3.4 ± 1.7 µm in diameter and slightly elongate, with long axes inclined with respect to the shear plane (Fig. 2). A few large elongate quartz grains are present, containing discrete subgrain boundaries and diffuse intragranular misorientations (Figs. 2A and 2B). Low-angle (2–10°) neighbor-pair misorientation axes cluster in the shear plane, perpendicular to the shear direction (i.e., parallel to the y direction; Figs. 2A and 2B insets). In the two-phase experiments, albite microstructures include both long polycrystalline ribs that pinch and swell, and small (4.1 ± 2.0 µm), fairly equant albite grains that are dispersed throughout the quartz matrix (Figs. 2B and 2C). Intragranular misorientations in albite are small (i.e., on the order of the EBSD angular resolution: 1–2°), suggesting that the polycrystalline albite ribs formed through the geometric rearrangement of clusters of internally competent grains, most likely by GBS. Overall, our observations suggest that deformation was accommodated primarily through crystal plasticity of quartz, with albite deforming primarily by GSS creep.

**CPO EVOLUTION**

EBSD data reveal remarkable—and contrasting—evolutions of quartz CPOs in the single- and two-phase experiments (Fig. 3, Figs. DR2 and DR3). Deformation in both the quartz and quartz-albite aggregates initially produces a CPO with quartz [c]-axes inclined slightly from the pole to shear plane (zmax), and [a±b]-axes girdled in a plane inclined antithetically from the shear plane (top left pole figures in Fig. 3, both panels). In the single-phase experiments, quartz [c]-axes rapidly evolve to form a maximum parallel with the vorticity axis (ymax), while [a±b] concomitantly cluster in six maxima within the (x-z) plane normal to the vorticity axis. In contrast, [c]-axes in the two-phase experiments remain clustered around the z-direction, and [a±b]-axes remain girdled near the (x-y) shear plane (right hand pole figures in Fig. 3, lower panel).

The transition from zmax to ymax [c]-axis orientations in the single-phase experiments reflects a transition from basal-[a±b] to prism-<a> dominated slip (see Toy et al., 2008). If facilitated by subgrain rotation (SGR), such a transition would require rotation around an axis parallel with the shear direction (i.e., parallel with the x-direction). This is inconsistent with the imposed kinematic reference frame, in which the bulk rotation (vorticity) axis is oriented perpendicular to the shear direction (i.e., parallel with the y-direction). Indeed, low-angle neighbor-pair misorientations predominately align parallel with—and therefore imply tilt wall subgrain rotations around—the y-direction (Figs. 2A and 2B insets).

A zmax to ymax transition can also occur by the preferential growth of ymax-oriented grains at the expense of zmax grains, driven by gradients in intracrystalline strain energy and dislocation density (Muto et al., 2011; cf Gleason et al., 1993). Our data support this mechanism, since grains can grow freely in the single-phase experiments, whereas grain growth is likely restricted in the two-phase mixtures (e.g., Evans et al., 2001). In other words, albite in the two-phase experiments acts as a pinning phase and largely inhibits the preferential growth of ymax grains required for a zmax to ymax quartz CPO transition.

---

¹GSA Data Repository item 2017316, Table DR1 and Figures DR1–DR4, is available online at http://www.geosociety.org/datarepository/2017/ or on request from editing@geosociety.org.
With continued flow over the piston asperity, CPO maxima within the \( xy \)-plane become smeared out, indicating heterogeneous grain rotations around the vorticity axis. This effect is significant in the two-phase samples, where the quartz [c]-axis maximum is perpendicular to the vorticity axis and shear plane, leading to pronounced weakening of the CPO (progressively decreasing J- and M-indices in Fig. 3, lower panel). In the single-phase experiments, however, [c]-axes predominately lie parallel with the vorticity axis and are therefore largely unmodified by the rotation, although the six [a]-axis maxima become smeared out to form a girdle in the \( xy \)-plane. Because the six [a]-axis maxima are initially oriented 60° apart, their dispersion to form a solid girdle implies grain rotations of \( \sim 60° \) (or more). This rotation does not appear to be caused by flow around the corners of the piston asperities (Fig. DR4) and, in fact, is largely complete before grains exit the thinned part of the sample and pass around the asperity corner (sixth [a]-axis pole figure from top-left in Fig. 3, top panel).

Rotations during plastic deformation primarily result from glide on easy slip planes, SGR, and, if active, GBS. Observations of subgrain boundaries and low-angle misorientations parallel with the vorticity axis (Figs. 2A and 2B) support a role of intracrystalline plastic deformation (i.e., glide, SGR) in dispersing crystallographic axes within the \( xy \)-plane. However, the magnitude of grain rotation illustrated by the pole figures (260°) is greater than that possible by SGR alone (\(< 20°\)). We therefore propose that GBS was active in the fine-grained (<10 µm) regions of both...
the quartz and quartz-albite aggregates, causing further dispersion of the CPO (as in Bestmann and Prior, 2003). It is well known that GBS can operate in polymineralic aggregates due to pinning effects that limit grain growth and promote GSS creep mechanisms (e.g., Warren and Hirth, 2006; Okudaira and Shigematsu, 2012; Cross and Skemer, 2017). However, recent studies have shown that GBS may also operate in single-phase aggregates that have undergone extensive dynamic recrystallization (e.g., Hansen et al., 2011; Miranda et al., 2016; Rahl and Skemer, 2016).

CLOSING REMARKS

Our experiments demonstrate that the presence of secondary phases can significantly modify CPO evolution. After only a modest amount of strain (γ < 5), CPOs in single- and two-phase samples are markedly different, despite being formed under identical conditions. These findings have implications for the estimation of lithospheric deformation conditions on the basis of CPOs or seismic anisotropy. In quartz-bearing mylonites, for example, γmax (prism-<a> dominated slip) CPOs are inferred to form at temperatures of at least 100 °C greater than zmax (basal-<a> dominated slip) CPOs (Stipp et al., 2002; Toy et al., 2008). We therefore encourage caution when inferring deformation conditions using CPOs in polymineralic mylonites, particularly where mineral phases are well mixed.
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